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Abstract
This study focuses on two widely circulating memes in the anti-vaccination movement, namely lists of vaccine ingredi-
ents containing mercury, and quotes attributed to Mahatma Gandhi. Mercury has been identified by conspiracy theorists
as one of the most harmful components of vaccines, and Gandhi, who has condemned vaccination practices, has been
celebrated as a significant source of authority. Quotes attributed to Gandhi against vaccination, complete with picture
and embellished font, circulate across various popular platforms, as do intimidating images of syringes dipped in poison
coupled with a list of seemingly occult or dangerous ingredients. This article analyses both memes, moving from the im-
ageboard 4chan to the search engine Google Images, and illustrates how the repurposed, often ironic use of visual tropes
can either undermine or strengthen the claims that accompany them. The aim is to explore the intersections of conspiracy
theory, visual rhetoric, and digital communication in order to elucidate the ambiguity of memes as vehicles for the spread
of controversial health-related information.
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1. Introduction

The development of the Internet has significantly facili-
tated the production, exchange, and consumption of in-
formation (Chadwick, 2006, p. 53). In this regard, dreams
of global democracy and informed citizenship have been
offset by increased fears of extensive manipulation and
propaganda, as well as by the sheer overload of avail-
able information (Curran, 2012, p. 3). The kaleidoscopic
clash of viewpoints generated through this medium has
not inaugurated a novel period of enlightenment, but
rather eroded trust inmechanisms of representation and
the authority of expert discourse. In this climate, con-
spiracy theories perpetuating “stigmatized knowledge”
not accepted by “mainstream institutions” have surfaced
as a major force of social contestation (Barkun, 2013,
p. 12). Conspiracy theories, or narratives of secret and
evil-minded social machinations, are not a new phe-
nomenon. They have for centuries sustained the vilifi-

cation of secret societies and of Jews (Aupers, 2012,
pp. 24–26). The period immediately before the Internet
era saw well-documented examples such as the stories
surrounding the murder of John F. Kennedy and the al-
leged extraterrestrial presence at Area 51. Yet currently
conspiracy theories are rapidly multiplying and are often
supported by a worldwide activist base. Consequently,
political andmedia authorities have taken extensivemea-
sures to silence dissenting voices. Infowars’ Alex Jones
for instance, a known contributor to a variety of stig-
matized narratives, was banned from Facebook, Spotify,
Apple and YouTube for supposedly promoting violence
and hate speech (Hern, 2018). On the other hand, Jones
was reported to be an influential figure in the Trump
campaign (Corn, 2017). In the medical sphere, theWorld
Health Organization has recently declared ‘vaccine hesi-
tancy’ as one of its major health concerns, in response
to the growing rise of the anti-vaccination movement, a
loose-knit community of people who believe that vacci-
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nation is dangerous and conducted for sinister purposes
(World Health Organization, 2019). In short, conspiracy
theories are a major force in today’s political and scien-
tific debates.

Conspiracy theories have been extensively stud-
ied from philosophical, psychological, and sociological
perspectives (e.g., Douglas, Sutton, & Cichocka, 2017;
Harambam & Aupers, 2015; Keeley, 1999). Descriptive
and explanatory efforts in this regard often proceed from
the assumption that if the genesis and patterns of spread
of conspiratorial thought can be understood, instances
of misinformation can be effectively combatted. Kata
(2011, p. 3785), for example, provides an in-depth analy-
sis of discursive strategies used by online proponents of
alternative health rhetoric, arguing that “truly informed
choices” can only proceed from the recognition of “tac-
tics and tropes” employed by the anti-vaccination move-
ment. However, recognition is often a reciprocal pro-
cess, and proponents of misinformation have no trou-
ble mimicking the tactics and tropes of general medi-
cal or governmental discourse. In January 2020, for in-
stance, the Australian Involuntary Medication Objectors
Party, which campaigns against compulsory vaccination,
announced its plans to be known, from then on, as
the Informed Medical Options Party (Mourad, 2020).
Keeping the same acronym, the organisation thus co-
opts the rhetoric of informed choice. This example sug-
gests that cultural antagonismmay result in the imitation
or replication of discursive characteristics. The present
article argues that one of the main challenges for iden-
tifying and consequently combatting misinformation in
the medical sphere is the fact that there are often no
distinguishing features between the visual and textual
means used by proponents and opponents of, in this
case, vaccination.

The argument is supported through the analysis of
examples drawn from 4chan’s discussion forum /pol/, a
popular anonymous imageboard and a hotbed of meme
culture. Previous studies have researched the influence
of 4chan on other online platforms from a large-scale
quantitative perspective (Hine et al., 2017; Zannettou
et al., 2017). The present article initially presents a
platform-internal, qualitative study of twomemes found
in a single thread on /pol/. The thread was selected from
the 4plebs archive. The original poster explicitly men-
tions his distrust of information provided by the me-
dia and the government regarding a possible link be-
tween autism and vaccines, and thus refers to a cen-
tral node of contention in the broader vaccination de-
bate. Furthermore, the thread was markedly more popu-
lar than the average thread on /pol/ and contains a rela-
tively high number of images. In addition, the images in
the thread can be divided into distinct categories, such as
graphs, frogs, quotations and lists of ingredients. I focus
on the latter two categories. The analysis is partly textual
and partly visual, as the quotation format in the thread
typically includes the outline of a famous face and lists
of ingredients are often coupled with the image of a sy-

ringe. Both formats constitute image macros, a category
of Internet memes composed of variable text superim-
posed upon a recurrent image.

The analysis proceeds from the observation that a
meme, rather than being a solid and static entity, pri-
marily consists of an iterable “contour organized around
certain visual characteristics” (Pelletier-Gagnon & Diniz,
2018, p. 9). In other words, a meme is defined by its
shape or outline, and not by its informational content.
I illustrate the dispersion of the memetic outlines or con-
tours encountered on 4chan by using Google Images.
This procedure illustrates how, outside of 4chan, the
same image of a syringe occurs across various social
media platforms, although each time for different com-
municative purposes. In the case of quotations, it is
shown how the authority of Gandhi, a popular source
of inspiration on the Internet, has in recent years been
subverted by online actors using his image for humor-
ous purposes. I demonstrate that while meme culture
may initially facilitate the rapid spread of disinformation,
the fast-paced ironic replication of semiotic elements
ultimately voids the argumentative consistency of the
memetic artefacts involved. The article thus puts forward
the hypothesis that, within the discursive universe of the
online anti-vaccination movement, the disease and the
cure seemingly constitute two sides of the same coin:
the propagation and demise of memetic templates and
the content they accompany constitute one process. As a
meme adapts to serve a variety of communicative pur-
poses and in the process undergoes a series of ironic
reversals, it becomes more visible but less suitable for
(mis-)informational purposes.

2. Memes and /pol/

Recognizable and iterable symbols govern social interac-
tion on the Internet, as is evident from the rising signif-
icance of Internet memes. Internet memes are units of
cultural replication that are often humorous and highly
derivative. Most memes take the form of a simple com-
bination of image and text. Before the term ‘meme’ be-
came popularized in this sense, its scholarly definition
included “tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, clothes fashions”
and even “ways of making pots or of building arches”
(Dawkins, 2003, p. 192). The rather specific meaning at-
tached to the term today reveals how ironic templates
circulating on fora such as Reddit and 4chan have left
the periphery to occupy a position of central cultural im-
portance. In this regard, the rapid spread and demise of
memetic formats is symptomatic of an ever more “accel-
erative culture” steeped in a process of ongoing “brico-
lage” (Urban, 2001, pp. 18, 127). Often short but intense,
a successful meme’s life tends to be full of reversals
of fate.

The highly visible meme Pepe the Frog, for instance,
was created in 2005 by Matt Furie as an animal expres-
sion of contentment. Online, the frog was welcomed by
various artistic communities, yet a decade after its cre-
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ation it came to be perceived as an ‘alt-right’ symbol.
After an unsuccessful reclamation campaign on social
media, the frog, by thenon theAnti-Defamation League’s
list of hate symbols, was vainly declared dead by its cre-
ator (Hunt, 2017). In 2019, Pepe, seemingly out of noth-
ing, reappeared in the streets of Hong Kong as a sym-
bol of anti-authoritarianism (Ellis, 2019). Each reitera-
tion of the meme seems to arise in disregard of the in-
tentions of its previous users. Today, Internet memes si-
multaneously “constitute the cultural backbone of online
communities” and thrive most when they can be con-
tinuously “altered and repurposed” (Pelletier-Gagnon &
Diniz, 2018, pp. 3–4). Indeed, it could be argued that the
value of a meme is equal to its capacity to have its mean-
ing radically transformed, and in this sense irony, both as
a humorous strategy and as reversal of intent, governs
much of today’s cultural production.

The trajectory of Pepe the Frog was heavily influ-
enced by its use on the imageboard 4chan, where the
association with Trump supporters, and eventually the
‘alt-right,’ took hold. The subversion of innocent or ideo-
logically loaded imagery is a common source of amuse-
ment on 4chan. For instance, the forum regularly hosts
calls for repurposing the rainbow flag as a symbol of eth-
nonationalism, accompanied by slogans such as “defend
diversity—a separate place for every race” (Anonymous,
2020a). Once such memes circulate beyond the confines
of 4chan, they contaminate the broader realms of so-
cial and traditional media, and the original symbolic con-
nection, in this case between the rainbow flag and the
LGBTQ+ community, becomes tainted. The goal of para-
sitic cultural artefacts like the repurposed rainbow flag
is not quite the actual establishment of ethnic nation
states, but rather working contrary to the progressive
calls for diversity that governmuchof today’s political dis-
course. Such efforts exemplify the practice of ‘trolling’—
generating the maximum amount of polemic and agita-
tion with the least amount of investment. Trolls often
seek to create the impression “that nothing should be
taken seriously” (Phillips, 2012, p. 499). In this respect,
they find fertile ground in the discourse of conspiracy the-
ory. The rise of the Flat Earth theory, for instance, evokes
in a large part of the populace a deep sense of doubt, not
about the shape of the earth but about their interlocu-
tor’s true intentions: Are you being serious? In short, a
cultural milieu of irony may come to erode the founda-
tions of interpersonal trust and epistemological reason-
ing. In that respect, memes do not have to be taken seri-
ously by their users to have serious consequences.

The adaptations, iterations and reversals of the
memescape take place in a cross-platform environment,
and the origin and spreadofmemes is beingmeticulously
documented on websites such as knowyourmeme.com.
Increasingly, scholars are turning to the question of mea-
suring the impact of certain fora on the production
and dissemination of memes or related Internet con-
tent. 4chan, while understudied if compared to plat-
forms such as Twitter or YouTube, is assuming an increas-

ingly important place in this burgeoning field of study.
On 4chan, people post threads on a board that suits
their interests. The first post consists of an image and
text. Those responding to the original post can choose
whether to include an image. Boards are focused on
topics such as ‘literature’ or ‘fitness,’ but may be more
open, as in the case of the ‘random’ board. Phillips (2012,
p. 496) characterised the ‘random’ board, or /b/, as “ar-
guably the epicenter of online trolling activity.” On 4chan,
users typically post anonymously, and their posts are
ephemeral, as threads are regularly removed from the
boards. A great number of threads receive no replies at
all before disappearing from the board (Bernstein et al.,
2011, p. 54). These characteristics make 4chan relatively
difficult to study in any sort of comprehensive way, yet
studies such as Hine et al. (2017) and Zannettou et al.
(2017) indicate the usefulness of a quantitative method-
ology for analysing 4chan as part of the broader hyper-
linked media ecosystem. Both these studies are focused
on /pol/, or the ‘politically incorrect’ board, a board “for
the discussion of news,world events, political issues, and
other related topics” (Anonymous, 2017). /Pol/ has been
described as “subscribing to the alt-right and exhibiting
characteristics of xenophobia, social conservatism and,
generally speaking, hate” (Hine et al., 2017, p. 92).

Although 4chan’s lack of a direct archival function has
been addressed as a distinctive characteristic of the plat-
form (Nissenbaum & Shifman, 2017), consistent docu-
mentation efforts have been ongoing at least since 2013.
A number of boards, among them /pol/, are archived
on the 4plebs website, accompanied by useful statistics
(4plebs, 2020). The website reveals, for instance, that
the two most popular archived threads on /pol/ concern
the 2016 presidential election and the 2016 EU referen-
dum, with more than 73,000 and 58,000 posts respec-
tively. Among the images that have been reposted the
most are innumerable frogs, several versions of Donald
Trump, and many variations on the stereotype of the
evil hand-wringing Jew, reminiscent of Dickens’s Fagin or
Shakespeare’s Shylock. On /pol/, Jews are held responsi-
ble, with what appear to be varying degrees of genuine
conviction, for a host of calamities. A recurrent ‘Jewish
trick’ discussed on the board is effecting the degenera-
tion of the white race and its culture through enforced
migration and multiculturalism, while the Jews suppos-
edly keep their own bloodline ‘pure’. The growing influ-
ence of LGBTQ+ culture is also presented as part of a
Jewish conspiracy to undermine the strength of Western
civilization. Jews are further said not to vaccinate them-
selves, while globally promoting compulsory vaccination
programs. This study deals with the vaccination debate
and does not further address the hatred and suspicion to-
wards Jews on 4chan. Jokingly or otherwise, the expres-
sion of this hatred is highly diffuse and evident in almost
every discussion on the board. Vaccination, on the other
hand, is a specific topic with a persistent presence on
/pol/ as a concern in itself, rather than as an addendum
to any other issue. The 4plebs archive features several
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threads concerned with vaccination for each month of
every year for the last half decade. Someof these threads
do not receive any responses, yet some generate consid-
erable debate.

In what follows, I will focus on one recent, quite
successful thread (200 replies) in which several cen-
tral characteristics of online vaccination hesitancy con-
verge. All quotes from this thread will be referenced as
‘Anonymous, 2019’, and a link to the archived thread is
provided in the reference list. The original post, dated
23 May 2019 and accompanied by what seems to be an
unrelated image of a female athlete, reads as follows:

Just had a long fight with my fiance and her mom
about vaccines. I just dont trust the government and
media to be telling me the truth, and when theyre
in lockstep telling me to do something and offering
it for free I just assume malicious intent….Can I get
some redpills on vaccines? am i being a retard or
are they legitimately going to give our kids autism?
(Anonymous, 2019)

The post reveals a broad distrust of the government and
the media, and articulates the supposed link between
vaccines and autism, a major point of contention in the
information wars about vaccine safety. In the thread
that follows in response to the post, opinions on vacci-
nation are varied and sometimes opposed. Across the
spectrum, a considerable amount of external informa-
tion is referenced. Posts direct others towards sources
that support their authors’ stances, from folk documen-
taries to alleged specialist literature. Titles such as ‘Dr.’
are explicitly used on a board otherwise unconcerned
with verbal etiquette. A recurrent figure is Dr. Wakefield,
whose study on MMR vaccination and autism, although
condemned by the scientific community and long re-
tracted by The Lancet, remains hugely influential in anti-
vaccination discourse (Wakefield et al., 1998). While the
authority of the scientific community as a whole is thus
rejected by those contesting vaccination, the authority
of a single ‘Dr.’ is asserted with great conviction. At work
here is a peculiar phenomenon where expertise as a gen-
eral value is discarded, except when it supports a single
seemingly predetermined viewpoint.

A “profound distrust in elites and experts” is inti-
mately associated with populist politics, and it has been
suggested that vaccine hesitancy and support for pop-
ulist politicians in Western Europe tend to co-occur
(Kennedy, 2019, p. 515). In the United States, too, anti-
intellectual attitudes have had political consequences.
The Trump campaign, for instance, is very suspicious of
‘climate scientists,’ and Trump has questioned the safety
of vaccines before (Motta, 2018, p. 466). Thus, opinions
on vaccination are often heavily politicised and cultur-
ally dependent, and theymay change rapidly as alliances
shift. As research on the long and global history of the
phenomenon illustrates, resistance to vaccination has
existed since Edward Jenner, now more than 200 years

ago, used the method to induce immunity against small-
pox in a patient (Holberg, Blume, & Greenough, 2017).
Resistance has come in many forms, from official soci-
eties to personal abstentions, and the ‘anti-vaccination
movement’ is not a uniform body, but rather a label
that includes anyone sceptical about vaccination prac-
tices. However, throughout the history of the ‘move-
ment,’ one finds a number of recurring characteristics
uniting expressions of suspicion by otherwise unaffili-
ated individuals. Two such characteristics, namely dis-
trust of chemical elements and selective reliance upon
figures of authority, are discussed in the two following
sections with reference 4chan’s /pol/. The analysis illus-
trates that Internet memes may contribute to the pro-
motion of anti-vaccination discourse but may also under-
mine the credibility of its message.

3. Quoting Gandhi

One of the functions of quotation is to invoke author-
ity. A quote may contribute to what Atkins and Finlayson
(2016, p. 164), drawing on the Western rhetorical tradi-
tion’s modes of persuasion, term the ‘logos’, the ‘pathos’
and the ‘ethos’ of an argument. Logos is the locus where
“evidence for claims” is provided, while pathos relates
to sentiment, humour, and the use of “elevated lan-
guage” (Atkins & Finlayson, 2016, p. 164). Ethos, finally,
establishes a speaker’s character, “including their identi-
fication with a particular community or cultural milieu”
(Atkins & Finlayson, 2016, p. 164). In a hyperlinked en-
vironment, there are various means available to fulfil
such functions, but quotation is remarkably common on
4chan. Quite often, quotes appear in the form of an im-
age of the speaker’s face, accompanied by a stretch of
text and the attribution. People quoted in this manner
in the thread under consideration are Robert F. Kennedy
Jr., William W. Thompson, Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. Ron
Paul, Mark Twain, Bill Gates, Søren Kierkegaard, Nikola
Tesla, George Orwell, and GeorgWilhelm Friedrich Hegel.
A general ethos or cultural milieu cannot immediately be
derived from such a varied list, and it is remarkable that
not many of those listed are referenced specifically for
their views on vaccination. Indeed, some, such as Hegel,
predate the invention of the practice. In one response to
the initial post, Mark Twain is (potentially incorrectly) at-
tributed the quote “It’s easier to fool people than to con-
vince them they have been fooled” (Anonymous, 2019).
Kierkegaard too, is referenced in the broad context of be-
ing fooled, and Orwell is invoked regarding “times of uni-
versal deceit” (Anonymous, 2019). Tesla is simply refer-
enced regarding the possibility of an endless supply of en-
ergy. The quote is not further contextualized but its inclu-
sion suggests that vaccines are just one of the domains
in which the powerful are holding back information that
might deliver the general populace from toil and evil.

The case of Bill Gates is more complicated, as the
quote refers to a TED Talk on climate change in which
he suggested that vaccines may help bring down the
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population. Gates’s remarks are initially surprising yet
unremarkable in the context of his talk—general im-
provements in healthcare can be associated with lim-
ited population growth. However, they are interpreted
on the board as if he let slip the murderous motiva-
tions of humanity’s governing order. At the time of writ-
ing, similar suspicions are arising around Event 201, a
2019 event hosted by the Gates Foundation involving
the simulation of a coronavirus pandemic and thus eerily
prefigurative of the COVID-19 outbreak (Fichera, 2020).
Of the remainder of people who are quoted on vac-
cination proper, Kennedy, nephew of the former pres-
ident, appears first, with the argument that vaccina-
tion is a burden on the taxpayer. William W. Thompson
is presented as a scientist turned whistle-blower who
uncovered a hidden study that once again linked vac-
cines and autism. Dr. Ron Paul is presented as condemn-
ing the totalitarian characteristics of “mandatory and
forced vaccination” (Anonymous, 2019). The image of
Mahatma Gandhi, finally, is accompanied by the fol-
lowing quote: “Vaccination is a barbarous practice and
one of the most fatal of all the delusions current in
our time. Conscientious objectors to vaccination should
stand alone, if need be, against the whole world, in de-
fence of their conviction” (Anonymous, 2019).

Gandhi often appears on 4chan, across several
boards, as well as on a host of other platforms, accompa-
nied by faux quotes such as “bitches ain’t shit but hoes
and tricks” (e.g. u/dchubbs, 2013), lyrics that should
properly be attributed to themusicianDrDre. Attributing
false quotes to Gandhi, as well as, for instance, to Albert
Einstein and Abraham Lincoln, is a popular practice on
the Internet, partly deriving its iconoclastic, humorous
quality from the fact that sharing actual Gandhi quota-
tions online is also a widespread phenomenon: the pop-
ular website BrainyQuote (2020) features Gandhi on its
short ‘authors to explore’ list , and A	Z Quotes (2020) fea-
tures him among its ‘popular authors.’ His image is part
of the latterwebsite’s background. OnGoodreads (2020),
his “be the change youwant to see in theworld” is one of
the 10most popular quotes, boastingmore than 100,000
likes. In most online instances, Gandhi quotes are accom-
panied by his familiar bespectacled image (Figure 1).

When uploaded into the Google Images search box,
the Gandhi image from the 4chan thread returns dozens
of similar images and associated quotes (with limited
influence from search history across browsers and ma-

chines). About one fourth of the quotes tends to be false,
with examples ranging from the parodical “you must be
the meme you want to see in the world” (Me.me, n.d.)
to the more absurd “it’s just a prank bro” (Know Your
Meme, 2016). While Google Images search is never neu-
tral and by no means a tool that easily allows for exper-
imental control, it is an accurate pathway for mimicking
people’s day-to-day encounter with online material, as
Google remains the most visited website in the world.
Furthermore, Google Images search tends to return im-
ages with a similar composition, and is therefore highly
effective in tracing memes, which are primarily deter-
mined by their contour, or the shape that contains the
message. Following Dennett (2017), Pelletier-Gagnon
and Diniz (2018, p. 2) argue that memes are primarily
a “design worth copying,” and that they do “not nec-
essarily transmit reliable information.” The specific us-
age of Gandhi as a vessel for carrying inaccurate quotes
confirms this perspective. The sheer quantity of quotes
falsely attributed to Gandhi, often in a trolling context,
make it likely for 4chan users to be primed not to take
Gandhi quotations seriously. In other words, while his
appearance contributes to the comic pathos and ironic
ethos that define the imageboard’s community, Gandhi
is by default not expected to contribute to the logos
of an argument by introducing support or proof for
one’s stance.

Nevertheless, the Gandhi quote on vaccination cited
above is correctly attributed, and can be found in
Gandhi’s A Guide to Health (1921, pp. 105–112). Gandhi,
“a vocal opponent to western medicine,” believed that
vaccination “hindered discipline over the body and con-
trol over the mind” (Brimnes, 2017, pp. 57–58). In re-
jecting vaccination, Gandhi used his power as a mem-
ber of the cultural elite to question scientific expertise,
and thus combatted authority with authority. The argu-
ment he presents in the book features logical fallacies
and favours anecdotal accounts over scientific evidence,
but the primary mechanism Gandhi mobilizes is that of
emotion, and more specifically, disgust. He manages to
cast aside the opinion of specialists in the field by zoom-
ing in on the abject qualities of microscopic medicine. In
his book, a vaccine is said to be “a filthy substance” and
vaccination is described as “injecting into the skin the
liquid that is obtained by applying the discharge from
the body of a small-pox patient to the udder of a cow”
(Gandhi, 1921, p. 105). The latter sentence does not

Figure 1. Various instances of typical Gandhi quotation format. Source: Google Images (2019).
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read easily in translation, but there is no need for it to
be fully transparent. The result, a list of disgusting pro-
cedures and objects, should be enough to conjure up
the image of a poisonous, or at least repulsive concoc-
tion. Furthermore, Gandhi profits from the fact that vac-
cination is a fundamentally counter-intuitive operation.
Breaching the integrity of the body is usually associated
with harm rather than healing. In rejecting vaccination,
one’s instincts about protection thus lead to its lack. For
Gandhi and thosewho agreewith himon the subject, it is
of relatively little importance whether vaccines are nec-
essary, but of great importance that they are frighten-
ing and disgusting, and thus evoke a response of refusal.
On 4chan, however, Gandhi has no power to wield, as
his online identity has already fallen victim to extensive
memetic repurposing. His image is not associated with
truth and seriousness, and an encounter with his face is
likely to bring mere anticipation of the absurd. His argu-
mentative strategies, however, which include the listing
of ingredients for instigating fear and disgust, are more
abiding, as the next section illustrates.

4. Mentioning Mercury

Apart from the talking heads discussed in the previous
section, two outlines or contours stand out among the
four dozen images that occur within the /pol/ thread
under scrutiny. The first contour is that of the graph.
Typically, the graph serves to indicate the rising inci-
dence of a plethora of pathological conditions, associ-
ated with either the rising number of specific vaccines,
or the rising number of people who are vaccinated. The
second contour is that of the syringe. Given the previ-
ous discussion of intuitive resistance to needles enter-
ing one’s body, the needle is a far from innocent repre-
sentative artefact. Indeed, the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, in its discussion of phobias,
prominently features a separate coding for the fear of
“needles” and “invasive medical procedures” (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 198).

In the thread under discussion, the image of a nee-
dle typically co-occurs with a list of vaccine ingredients.
Mercury and aluminium feature most frequently. One
of the images explains that a single flu vaccine contains
more mercury parts per billion than does hazardous
waste, with the image of the needle printed twice as
large as that of a barrel with a radioactivity warning
sign. Another image features an apple surrounded by
needles that carry the following inscriptions: “Mercury
(a known neurotoxin), Aluminium (a known neurotoxin),
Polysorbate 80 (a known carcinogen), aborted fetal
cells, GMOBacteria&DNA, Formaldehyde” (Anonymous,
2019). The suggestion is that nobody would eat an ap-
ple injected with those substances. The question, then,
is why we allow them in our bloodstream. Interestingly,
the first three elements listed carry some sort of medi-
cal explanation of harm, involving cancer or the neural
system. The other three elements seem not to require

such an explanation; the absence of an explanation, one
could argue, can be ascribed to the fact that the ele-
ments are considered disgusting in and of themselves.
Formaldehyde carries a revolting smell, bacteria are the
enemy of sanitized society, and the suggested consump-
tion of “aborted fetal cells” goes, for some, against all
that is good and holy. From this perspective, it is far
from surprising that Gandhi would associate Western
medicine and its vaccination practice with black magic
(Brimnes, 2017, p. 58). Variations on this theme are
present in the /pol/ thread not only in the images posted,
but also in the text:

Read the ingredients here on the CDC [Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention] site and see that
aborted human fetal tissue, aluminium (lots of it),
bovine serum, chicken serum, eagle serum, monkey
liver, polysorbate 80, formaldehyde and many other
carcinogens and preservatives are injected straight
into the blood stream. (Anonymous, 2019)

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is a lead-
ing public health body, and by no means a fringe society
for alternative medicine. The link the anonymous poster
provides genuinely directs there, and all the ingredients
mentioned, in some form or another, do form part of par-
ticular vaccines. It is, however, the cumulative effect im-
parted by the poster that transforms these individual in-
gredients from technical accessories into components of
a witch’s brew. As observed by Eco (2009, p. 133), the
figure of the list is often one of “accumulation,” mean-
ing that “the sequence and juxtaposition of linguistic
terms” suggest that they belong “to the same conceptual
sphere.” A well-known feature of language use discussed
in corpus-based studies—namely, semantic prosody—
further demonstrates that habitual co-occurrence of lex-
ical items results in evaluative association (Louw, 1993,
p. 159). Both these observations together suggest that
“chicken serum,” while perhaps relatively unproblematic
on its own, takes on a quite occult appearance as part of
a contextual bestiary. As such, the expanding list contin-
ually reinforces its own abject qualities.

Rhetorical listing practices, however, do not consti-
tute lies, and it is important to note that mercury is
not included in the list above, despite being the cen-
tral element of condemnation in the majority of posts
in the thread. Presumably, this is because mercury also
does not appear in the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention document referred to. Thus, the spread of
medical misinformation can in part be attributed to dis-
cursive agents, like the poster of the list above, whose
output suggest at least a partial commitment to truth.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the pseudo-
scientific discussion in the /pol/ thread aboutwhich form
of mercury is most harmful, and whether the mode
of contact matters. Initial agreement that people eat
fish, and fish is said to contain higher concentrations of
mercury than vaccines, leads to the following hypothe-
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ses: There is a difference between methylmercury (fish)
and ethylmercury (vaccines), and injection is intrinsically
more dangerous than ingestion. On this issue, the anony-
mous posters institute a micro-community of amateur
researchers, each contributing pieces of the puzzle as
to where exactly the dangerous qualities of a particu-
lar chemical element reside. However, the discussion, as
well as the arguments developed, remain fragmented.
Before consensus can be reached on any topic, new links
and materials are constantly introduced, as in the follow-
ing post:

RFK jr/mercury/thimerisol is a big rabbit hole. Also
can look int fluoridation levels in brain. MMR/Brian
Hooker FOIA. And there was a woman in Utah IIRC,
Markwitz or similar. Who found a link between vac-
cines and autism, caused by contamination from
LABORATORY RATS that gave tens of millions of
Americans autism via vaccine. The feds locked her
up after a Russian scientist wrote a follow up to her
paper, and told her they’d ruin her if she didn’t tell
everyone she made it up (which they did). This was
around 2010. Before this she was a leading scien-
tist and researcher of penicillin in the 80s….I hope
that helps, They’re making it hard to find this stuff.
(Anonymous, 2019)

In this fragment, listing has a very different effect from
that observed in the list of ingredients discussed above.
Listingmay indicate “an imprecise image of the universe”
for speakers who are yet to decide upon the exact rela-
tion among the variety of concepts and entities that pop-
ulate their mental and physical world (Eco, 2009, p. 18).
The juxtaposed abbreviations in the quote above signal
frustration in terms of the ability to produce a coherent
mental picture of the relation between various factors
in anti-vaccination discourse. Yet, rather than reflecting
upon the disorder within the mind, the poster projects
confusion outward, and proposes a conspiracy: “They’re
making it hard to find this stuff.” A malevolent entity is
out there, consciously making it difficult for humans to
process important information.

The metaphor the poster starts out with presents
the image of an inherently confusing, alternative real-
ity: ‘a big rabbit hole.’ The origins of this idiom, as is
well known, lie with Lewis Carroll’s Alice In Wonderland
(1865). This novel boasts a character named the Mad
Hatter. It is widely assumed that this character was in-
spired by the prevalence of psychotic symptoms among
hatters in Victorian Britain, directly related to the in-
troduction of mercury in the process of manufacturing
hats (Waldron, 1983, p. 1961). There is evidence to sug-
gest, however, that the Mad Hatter character was sim-
ply based on a hat-donning eccentric known to Carroll
(Waldron, 1983, p. 1961). Such curious co-occurrences il-
lustrate that there will always be further investigative al-
leys for the chemically suspicious to explore. Consciously
or not, language rephrases language, and correspon-

dences across utterances, be they written or oral, re-
veal that “any text is constructed as a mosaic of quota-
tions; any text is the absorption and transformation of
another” (Kristeva, 1986, p. 37). In the time of search en-
gines and hyperlinked media ecosystems, intertextuality
is not a hidden phenomenon to be foregrounded, but
the default mode of information processing. The Mad
Hatter example reveals how the Internet facilitates a de-
scent into rabbit hole upon rabbit hole for those who are
so inclined. One is also confronted, in this regard, with
the close affiliation between the conspiracy theorist and
the researcher: Both establish links and patterns while
seeking to unearth the truth, and both may fall victim to
apophenia—the perception of patterns where perhaps
none can be said to exist (Dixon, 2012, p. 195).

In humans, “pattern recognition can be seen as
matching the incoming visual stimuli to existing mental
models” (Dixon, 2012, p. 194). Thus, recognizing a pat-
tern reinforces the expectation of the pattern, and the
ability to perceive connections and correspondences is
a process that fundamentally relies on repetition. In or-
der to see whether there are repeated visual elements
on the surface of the Internet that are strongly asso-
ciated with the practice of listing vaccine ingredients,
I queried Google Images for the terms ‘vaccinations in-
gredients.’ One repeated image stood out, as the first
page of results contained a number of very similar iter-
ations (Figure 2): The first variant, directing to Pinterest,
consists of a syringe with its needle inside a small con-
tainer bearing the inscription ‘poison,’ as well as the im-
age of a skull . Above this shape one reads “Do you
know what’s in a vaccine?” (Gorski, n.d.) Around the sy-
ringe are listed ingredients and their supposed effects:
“Mercury [thimerosal]: One of the most poisonous sub-
stances known. Has an affinity for the brain, gut, liver,
bone marrow and kidneys. Minute amounts can cause
nerve damage. Symptoms of mercury toxicity are similar
to those of AUTISM” (Gorksi, n.d.).

A nearly identical image, sourced from a Facebook
group, follows closely in Google Images (the third variant
in Figure 2), with the heading reading: “Do you know if
these are contained in vaccines and why?” (Refutations
to Anti-Vaccine Memes, 2013). Instead of being dipped
in poison, however, the syringe is dipped in a container
labelled ‘refutations to anti-vaccine memes.’ This inscrip-
tion is clearly and amateurishly pasted over the previ-
ous label, making it obvious that the figure of the sy-
ringe was copied to explicitly disrupt an earlier anti-
vaccination variant. A similar list of ingredients appears
around the syringe, with examples such as the follow-
ing: “Mercury [thimerosal]: These are not the same thing.
There is no pure mercury in vaccines. Thimerosal is used
in some multi-dose influenza vials as a preservative, but
no other vaccines contain it” (Refutations to Anti-Vaccine
Memes, 2013).

A final almost identical image (the middle variant in
Figure 2), taken from a website dedicated to combatting
disinformation on vaccines, presents the syringe with its
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Figure 2. Template of the syringe used for conflicting purposes. Source: Google Images (2019).

needle in a container labelled “extra spicy” beneath a red
pepper (Babe, 2019). Among the ingredients listed are
‘Autisminiam,’ and also the following:

Mercury [thimerosal] THIMEROSAL thimerosal
thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal
thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal
thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal thimerosal
thimerosal thimerosal TOXINS!!!!!!!1111!!1!!!1!!!1!
1!!!!!!!!!11!!11. (Babe, 2019)

The purpose of this iteration of the meme is to ridicule
people who are suspicious about vaccines. Textual inco-
herence and frustration, elements also observed in con-
spiratorial posts on the 4chan thread, provide ample ma-
terial for ironic treatment. This version of the meme also
lists several animal parts and explicitly belittles people
who react to science emotionally. Google presented the
three variants near each other, and only upon clicking
the image does the text become readable, presented in
its proper environment. As mentioned, the first image
discussed appeared on a Pinterest page, the third one
on a Facebook page, and the middle one a website dedi-
cated to expelling anti-vaccination myths. Instantiations
of the template mocking anti-vaccination discourse are
numerically dominant on Google Images. However, the
template itself may suit the spread of vaccine hesitancy.
Mockery does not change the fact that lists of unfamiliar
ingredients, whether explained or not, may inspire fear
or suspicion. Huntington (2016) has made the case for
memes as rhetorically reliant upon synecdoche: a part
comes to represent the whole. The shape of the syringe
as a representation of vaccination practice in general,
even if it used to debunk health misinformation, is likely
to reinforce anti-vaccine sentiment, regardless of where
it occurs, regardless of which arguments accompany it,
and regardless of the intentions of the person sharing
the image. Gandhi’s memetic insertion into the vaccina-
tion debate, on the other hand, is unlikely to spread mis-

information because of his association with the absurd.
The pattern of irony overrides his potential argumenta-
tive force. The meme, in short, is self-effacing.

5. Conclusion

Memes contribute to the spread of health misinforma-
tion, but assessing their ultimate impact is not a straight-
forward procedure. 4chan, and more specifically /pol/,
served as a starting point for the discussion above and
led to the identification of two templates with a distinc-
tive contour that circulate across platforms as part of
the vaccine debate: the quoted head and the syringe.
I exemplified, with reference to the syringe and the list
of ingredients, how templates used by anti-vaccination
campaigners are copied by their adversaries. While the
template was thus transformed into a meme signalling
irony rather than (mis)information, I suggested that the
strategy is not necessarily effective due to general aver-
sion to the needle’s contour. Ameme’s reception, regard-
less of its textual content, may be heavily determined by
the affective response to its visual outline. I also aimed
to show that, as memes are replicated, ironic repurpos-
ing tends to develop into purely self-reflective iterations
of the template, making any content associated with a
particular image macro easily dismissible. In this regard,
I discussed the expectation of unbelief that the profile
of Gandhi inspires, and the way this neutralizes his au-
thority and potential impact in the vaccine debate. In
the introduction I argued that the success of a meme
depends upon its capacity to have its meaning radically
transformed. As the cases discussed illustrate, transfor-
mative potential supports a meme’s proliferation but
also contributes to the demise of its constative value.
Popular memes are often short-lived, as they are quickly
exhausted by endless iterations. From this perspective,
one could argue that memetic content spreading misin-
formation should be subjected to an accelerative treat-
ment: If a considerable amount of memes citing anti-
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vaccination activists is circulated in a limited time span,
the textual and visual rhetoric associated with these
replicators will become ineffective.

This stance would find tentative support in the fact
that on 4chan the term ‘meme’ is used not just with
reference to semiotic templates, but also to label broad
cultural phenomena, in which case the term usually has
the connotation of ‘worthless,’ ‘untrue,’ or ‘outdated.’
The 4plebs /pol/ archive is rich in discussions on ‘meme
ideologies.’ Proposing for instance, that communism is
a meme ideology is equivalent to suggesting that it is a
mere discursive position not corresponding to any poten-
tial state of affairs. The verb ‘to meme’ occurs as well,
as in the following post on a thread that discusses a re-
ported case of hantavirus in the context of the global
COVID-19 outbreak: “Are we gonna meme hanta chan
into a global pandemic too?” (Anonymous, 2020b).

In this context, ‘to meme’ means to inflate some-
thing’s impact beyond correct proportion, or to esca-
late a situation through misinformation. Here, agency is
claimed on the part of the poster and his peers, but of-
ten 4chan presents cultural memes as being produced
by external agents, as an example from the thread dis-
cussed above illustrates: “What about vaccines without
aluminium, carcinogens, human and animal tissues? Can
I get that? No I didn’t think so. Vaccines are a meme”
(Anonymous, 2019).

In the above statements, memes are framed as cul-
tural phenomena that are fundamentally without sub-
stance, despite circulating widely. In other words, ongo-
ing semantic changes suggest that once a set of ideas be-
comes the target of a large number of cultural replicators,
independent of whether they are or are not supportive
of the ideas in question, the suspicion of an absence of
substance is raised. Or, in short: Themorememes a topic
inspires, the more the topic will be considered ‘a meme.’
On first sight, this would strengthen the case for acceler-
ating and thereby exhausting the rapid spread of poten-
tially dangerous memes. However, the post labelling vac-
cines as ‘ameme’ bearswitness not just to a lack of belief
in their value, but also to conspiratorial agency: If some-
thing circulates widely despite lacking necessity or truth,
someone must be behind the successful process of dis-
semination. In the final analysis, then, spreading memes
to subvert them may result in increased pathways for
conspiratorial thinking, and should be avoided after all.
Asmemes lose their connection to any identifiable origin,
an origin is invented. The levels of suspicion one can cre-
ate in this manner are endless, as the following response
from the thread discussed above illustrates:

They want to feel like they are in on a gigantic secret,
to expose the ‘man,’ the sneering scientist using dem
big words with their good ol’ honest down to earth
wisdom…it is a wonderful chaff to misdirect discourse
from actual topics into an endless vortex of shitpost-
ing and dumb memes. (Anonymous, 2019)

The post aims to provide insight into the motivations
of anti-vaccine proponents. It argues that conspiratorial
thought opposes common sense to expertise, and that fe-
licitous self-aggrandizement depends upon an imaginary
conflictwith evil forces. The poster’s final reflection, how-
ever, imitates the procedure he derides: anti-vaccination
discourse is presented as a bait conspiracy drawing away
attention from the actual evil machinations of powerful
forces behind the memetic scene. This attitude is a re-
minder that conflicts of information in anti-vaccination
discourse are but a single instance of amuch broader ten-
dency to suspect a malevolent agent behind a variety of
social practices and conventions. As with image macros,
the content is variable but the template is set.
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